
The lights of my town



problem

Can there be a simpler way to understand spectroscopy and understanding a 
spectroscope and how they work. There should be simpler ways to make a 
spectroscope for people to understand the basics of a spectroscope.



question

How can i identify substances using a homemade spectroscope.



My hypothesis

My hypothesis is that if i can identify substances using a spectroscope I can make 
my own spectroscope to identify substances.



Research

What is a spectroscope and how does it work?

A spectroscope passes light coming through a tiny hole or slit in to isolate light 
from a single area or object. This light is bounced off diffraction grating slide, which 
splits the light into its different wavelengths (like rainbows) The split light lands on 
a detector, which shows the spectrum that is formed.

What are some basic materials for making a spectroscope?

A diffraction grating,an opaque barrier a slit,and a viewing port.



Research- How can we tell different elements?

Using these 
graphs we can 
find different 
elements of 
lights



Materials

Toilet paper roll-this will be the base of the spectroscope.

black (opaque) electrical tape-we don't want any light shining through the tape.

diffraction grating slide- we can also use this as our viewing port.



procedure

Get your toilet roll and tape. Tape the side of one opening of the roll until there is a 
small slit. On the other slide tape your diffraction grating slide, make sure there is 
no light passing through other then the diffraction grating slide and the slit.



Trials -materials procedures and result
For trial one my materials were a cardboard box we will also need black paint or a dark box. This is what we will use for the outline of 
the spectroscope. A diffraction grating slide,scissors, and a ruler 

Get your box and paint it black on the inside or get a dark box, next measure and cut out horizontally 0.5cm width space on the box 
then measure and cut out 3cm space vertically make sure the lid of the box doesn't ruin the measurement, this will be our entrance. 
across from the entrance tape your diffraction grating slide on the box. 

My result for trial one was multiple dots when i used the lazar, i had to hold the diffraction grating slide to find the wavelength. 

For trial 2 I will be using the box i've already used a diffraction grating slide and tapes. This time i took off the diffraction grating slide 
from the wall of our box and i will be moving it to the center so it will be easier to measure our wavelength

I took off the diffraction grating slide and now i will tape it to the floor of the box to make it stand up. 

I tested it with a flashlight and i saw a first order spectrum and a second order spectrum.

For trial 3 I will need Toilet paper roll, black (opaque) electrical tape,diffraction grating slide.

I want to be able to read spectrolines from farther away and i want it to be easier to aim the light into the spectroscope. I will now be 
using a tube instead of a box.

Get your toilet roll and tape. Tape the side of one opening of the roll until there is a small slit. On the other slide tape your diffraction 
grating slide, make sure there is no light passing through other then the diffraction grating slide and the slit.



Trials

Trial 1

Trial 2 I 
tested trial 
2 with the 
sun, my 
result was 
a spectrum 
behind the 
grating 
slide you 
can see the 
first order 
spectrum 
and the 
second 
order 
spectrum.

Trial 3



Results from trial three Light 3

Light 1

Light 2 Light 4

Light 5



results



Limitations and imitations 
Limitations:Has to be in close proximity.

                  Fluorescent lights only make a continuous spectrum.

                                   

Imitations: The design is sturdy and doesn't fall apart easily.

                 The design is easy to make and includes simple materials.

                  You could add the design to a telescope to see stars.

                This design can affect people who are questioning what they see 
everyday and how everyday objects are made, I can find some younger kids 
be interested in this, this design can help kids understand spectroscopy in a 
simplified version using basic materials they can understand this clearer.

                 
                 

                 

                     



conclusion

Yes, you can see substances using a homemade spectroscope.The setup was 
very easy and simple. The light bounces off of the diffraction grating slide with 
breaks the light into prisms showing a spectra line which we can identify the 
makeup of a light. With this project i found out different chemical makeups of 
lights. I found that most of the lights i tested were made up of argon. I learned 
about different spectral lines and how they are formed. I expanded my knowledge 
by observing the lights i see every day and finding out how they are formed.To use 
the spectroscope I had to be in close proximity with the light or the light had to be 
extremely strong. If i wanted to expand this project i would use a telescope and 
find the makeup of stars farther away.



resources.

https://hubblesite.org/contents/articles/spectroscopy-reading-the-rainbow#:~:text=A%20s
pectrograph%20%E2%80%94%20sometimes%20called%20a,the%20material%20intera
cting%20with%20it.

https://buggyandbuddy.com/homemade-spectroscope/

https://www.nagwa.com/en/explainers/469167813067/

https://www.chegg.com/homework-help/questions-and-answers/emission-spectra-twelve-
different-elements-one-curiosity-s-biggest-missions-find-traces-el-q66989290

http://www.khadley.com/courses/astronomy/ph_206/topics/spectroscopy/spectral-classifi
cation.html

https://www.nagwa.com/en/explainers/469167813067/


